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Lynn Stapleton likes designer handbags and high-end clothing, so how did Sharee Jergenson talk

her into visiting a homeless site, much less starting a friendship with one of its residents?  Then a

hurricane hits Florida, and Lynn finds herself involved in the homeless womanâ€™smurder.

Detective Rich Richards thinks Lynnâ€™s connection with the woman is suspicious, but Lynn

doesnâ€™t care what the blue-eyed detective thinks. Sheâ€™s not leaving this investigation until the

murderer is found.  On the other hand, Richards finds Lynn not just a disruption to his case, but also

to his life as a nominal Christian. Heâ€™d do better to stay away from the tall, willowy blonde, but he

canâ€™tâ€”because she and Sharee have unearthed evidence that will convict someone of murder,

and that person has marked both women for death.
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Splashdown, written by Linda K. Rodante, is the continued story of Sharee and John as they look

forward to going to Indonesia with the addition of the exciting story that involves Lynn.Loved the



character of Lynn because she is a strong independent woman, yet suddenly can grow weak and

defenseless against the struggles of her life within the story. She was always trusting in the Lord

and always trying to do what He wants of her. But when a certain Sheriffâ€™s detective comes into

her life, can she really stay firm to her commitment and promises that she has made to her Lord and

Savior?!I also loved haw Rodante shows us the first year of Sharee and Johnâ€™s married life and

how true it is to form. Life is so not easy and when we commit to Christ, He doesnâ€™t say itâ€™ll

be easy, but rather that He will walk with us through each day and moment. The struggles that are

brought to life within the pages of Splashdown are very real and to think how people have to deal

with them, itâ€™s challenging in itselfâ€¦so thankful this author was capable of telling this story on

these pages and portraying such a real horror of what happens when faced with these situations.I

recommend this book especially if you want to get down and dirty with the sins of this world and see

how God can prevail!I was gifted this book in exchange for my honest review.

Great suspense and 2 great love stories. I love the way Linda Rodante picks up on the relationship

between John and Sharee (begun in Amber Alert), showing that "happily ever after" doesn't just

naturally follow; it takes commitment and work. (It's not necessary to have read it or the other books

in this series although reading them will enhance your enjoyment. Plus they're great books.) The

new romance between Sharee's friend Lynn and Detective Rich Richards and the crime they work

to solve kept me guessing pretty close to the end.

Review: I just finished ( 2 days ago) Splash Down by Linda Knadle Rodante. Ms. Rodanted was a

new author to me so I was very excited to read it.Full disclosure it took until the end of Chapter 3 to

really grab me. Not sure why but once I got through Chapter 3 I was hooked.Lynn Johnson is a

single Christian woman who works for one of FL political up and comers. Det. Rich Richardson is

not sure where his faith lies and is currently investigating the death of a homeless woman. No one

can figure out why someone would kill Lynn since it seemed everyone liked her. But as the

investigation moves along and another friend of Lynn's, Sharee, who works with the homeless along

with her husband John is targeted as well. The detective starts to wonder whether that is a horrible

coincidence or a if there is a specific reason.As the detective and Lynn get to know one another

Lynn's faith becomes the part of her that could derail the possibility of having a relationship with

Rich.I believe the intent of the book was to make Lynn and Rich the primary characters of this story

since there are others in the series but I found that all of the characters seemed to be primary and

although at first I was not sure I would like that, I did.Good read and look forward to reading the



others.Thank you Linda K Rodante.

We see the story of John and Sharee Jergensen continued in this third book.They are married

anticipating going to Indonesia to the Lord's work.Sometimes the Lord's plans are not your

own.There is an earthquake and tsunami in Indonesia and John is asked to go without

Sharee.Sharee stays home to continue working the homeless ministry.The suspense starts when

Sharee's friend, Lynn, is involved in a murder at the homeless camp..There is a non stop suspense

as Lynn, Detective Rich, Sharee and John are involved in the murder and other event s involved

with human trafficking.The Lord in his mercy protects all the characters as they struggle to solve the

mystery and do his work with the homeless at home and Indonesia.The characters were well

developed, the storyline was thought provoking and the action exhilarating.Another good book by

this author and I look forward to the next.A copy of this book was given in exchange for an honest

opinion

Splashdown" by Linda K. RodanteThis book was released this month and I had the privilege of

reading to review this book. I'm so glad I did!!. It is "WOW!!" I read this book in one day. It grabs you

from page one all the way to the end. You will learn about the homeless, human trafficking, the

emotions that come with pregnancy and the importance of abstinence. You will grow to love the

good characters, you'll be glad when the bad are brought to justice, be surprised at the identity of

the villain, give thanks for the lives that are changed and cheer when Rich finally gets his act

together. I try to review without any spoilers. So, Just. Read. The. Book.Blessings,Karen

Hurricane. Womenâ€™s Homeless Shelter Murder. Detective Richards Investigates.This story has it

all, suspense, action, and power winds. Also, add twists.I really like the main characters. Sharee

and John are newlyweds. If I remember right, theyâ€™d been married a year. She risks her safety to

help the homeless, and John tries to keep her safe. Yet, John as a pilot flies in risky skies

himself.Lynn Stapleton, Shareeâ€™s friend, also a likeable character. She and Detective Richards

form a relationship. But like any romance, there are bumps in the road. And maybe a dead end.I

found myself tense, fearful, and excited as I read the book. Great read.
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